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Gates

ACM Central European Programming Contest, Warsaw 2001, Poland

In ontemporary VLSI hip industry, the software tools used by ele tri al engineers perform many
optimizations. Your task is to implement one spe i optimization of some hip design.
Your tool is given an a y li net of NAND gates (NAND gate omputes the negated onjun tion of
its inputs, i.e. the output value of the gate is 0 if and only if its both input values are 1). The net is a
part of already synthesized omponent and annot be hanged. All the inputs of the net are onne ted to
one signal x. The obje tive is to dis onne t x from some inputs and to assign onstant signals 0 and/or
1 to those inputs in su h a way that the fun tion implemented by the design remains un hanged.
We say that an assignment of x's and/or 0's and/or 1's to the inputs of the net is optimal if the
number of inputs onne ted to x is the smallest possible but the net still omputes the same fun tion as
if all the inputs were onne ted to x.

Example
Look at the following design.
x
x
x

We an hange it to the design with only one variable input, for example:
1
0
x

(Observe that there are other ways of onne ting the inputs to just one x and to some number of 0's and
1's that implement the same fun tion).

Task
Write a program whi h for ea h data set:





reads the des ription of the net,
omputes an optimal assignment of x's and/or 0's and/or 1's to the inputs of the net,
writes the result.

Input
The rst line of the input ontains exa tly one positive integer d equal to the number of data sets,
1  d  20. The data sets follow.
Ea h data set onsists of two onse utive lines. The rst of those lines ontains exa tly two positive
integers n and m separated by single spa e, 1  n  100 000, 1  m  200 000. Integer n is the number
of the net inputs and integer m is the number of the gates in the net.
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The se ond of those lines ontains exa tly 2m nonzero integers, separated by single spa es. The
numbers on positions 2j 1 and 2j des ribe the signal sour es for the inputs to gate j . The positive
number s means the output of gate s. The negative number s means the ( s)-th input to the net. The
gates and the net inputs are numbered starting from one. The input of ea h gate is onne ted to an
input of the net or to an output of a gate whose des ription o urred earlier in the sequen e. Ea h net
input is onne ted to at least one gate input. Ea h gate output is onne ted to at least one gate input
ex ept the output of the last gate that is onne ted to the output of the net.

Output
The output should onsist of exa tly d lines, one line for ea h data set. The line number i should ontain
the answer to the i-th data set.
The answer to one data set should onsist of a sequen e of exa tly k hara ters terminated by the
end of line (with no spa es in between). Ea h of those hara ters should be 0 (the digit `zero' ) or 1 (the
digit `one') or x (lower- ase letter `x' ). The i-th symbol of the sequen e denotes the assignment to the
i-th input of the net.
If there are more than one optimal assignment then your program should output any of them (but
only one).

Example
For the input:
1
3 6
-1 -3 -1 -2 1 2 1 2 4 3 5 5

one of the orre t answers is:
10x
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